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Ovarian cancer affects 300,000 thousand women worldwide 
each year. Despite aggressive treatment regimens, it is still 
the cause of 190,000 deaths globally, which is mainly due to 
diagnosis at an advanced stage in the majority of cases.

The initial treatment consists of a combined approach 
of surgery, aiming for complete cytoreduction which is 

defined as removal of all macroscopic peritoneal disease, 
and adjuvant platinum-based chemotherapy with paclitaxel. 
Maintenance therapy, with bevacizumab or PARP inhibitor 
either alone or as combination, depends on histological 
type, initial extent of the disease, postoperative residual 
disease, the presence of BRCA mutation, or homologous 
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Abstract: The initial treatment of ovarian cancer consists of a combined approach of surgery and platinum-
based chemotherapy. Complete resection of the tumor should be aimed for, if not manageable, neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy (NAC) followed by interval debulking is recommended. Until recently, treatment strategies 
for the recurrent setting were mainly focusing on systemic therapies. Currently published trials including 
DESKTOP III, GOG 213 and SOC 1 did randomize patients with first platinum-sensitive recurrence 
to either surgery, aiming for complete cytoreduction, followed by platinum-based chemotherapy or 
chemotherapy alone. All three trials did report a benefit for the surgery arm in terms of progression free 
survival (PFS), while two of the studies did also show an improved overall survival (OS), this was not the case 
in the GOG 213 trial, with better result in terms of OS for the chemotherapy + bevacizumab arm. All the 
above-mentioned studies confirmed that only interventions leading to complete resection provided a benefit, 
highlighting the need to carefully select the patients who will be offered surgery. A score can be a useful tool 
but should not be the only basis of the final decision. Noteworthy, these results were obtained in trained 
centers. Apart from that, the homologous recombination deficiency (HRD) and BRCA status of the patient 
needs to be taken into consideration. In case of an indication for anti-angiogenic treatment in the event of a 
relapse and if not given initially, surgery is debatable. The role of maintenance therapy with PARP inhibitor 
alone or in combination is also an alternative.
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recombination deficiency (HRD).
It is becoming increasingly evident that all patients 

with a resectable tumor burden benefit the most from 
initial cytoreduction with complete macroscopic resection 
and patients with a primarily non-resectable disease 
should undergo interval debulking following neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy (NAC). The results of the TRUST trial, 
which looked into that matter, will further establish the 
management of a large amount of newly diagnosed patients.

As of today, however, despite conducting the best 
possible treatment strategy, more than 75% of patients with 
advanced stage, relapse within 2 years after end of therapy.

Until recently, only medical treatments have been 
available for the recurrent setting including chemotherapy, 
bevacizumab or PARP inhibitors. Surgical treatment 
has been a marginal issue, but recent clinical trials have 
highlighted its importance in a selected patient cohort, 
therefore stating surgery as a valid option.

The concept of secondary cytoreductive surgery was 
introduced approximately 30 years ago by Berek et al. (1). 
The literature regarding this topic, including the latest one, 
mainly consists of retrospective studies, literature reviews 
and meta-analyzes with the exception of few prospective 
series (2,3). The scope of these studies is limited as they 
included patients who underwent emergency surgery for 
bowel obstruction, second-look procedures, incomplete 
surgery after chemotherapy, had progressed during 
chemotherapy, those with a significant residual disease as 
well as those recurring <6 months after the end of initial 
treatment. Moreover, the selection criteria of some of those 
retrospective studies have been quite vague.

However, results, showed better survival data for 
patients who have had a complete secondary cytoreduction 
indicating that this is the main prognostic factor together 
with progression free interval (PFI) (2-6). Other factors 
which have been shown to influence the prognosis were use 
of NAC (which is associated with a worse prognosis) (2),  
overall number of cycles of adjuvant chemotherapy (3),  
platinum-based chemotherapy (4), poor general health 
status (2,3), absence of ascites (4) and year of publication (5).

Identified parameters significantly associated with the 
feasibility of complete resection were patient’s general 
health condition (2,4), size of recurrence, extent and 
number of recurrent lesions, absence of ascites in the 
recurrent setting (2-4), tumor stage at initial diagnosis (4), 
complete primary cytoreduction (3) and need of bowel 
resection (3). These procedures usually take about 4 hours 
and are associated with acceptable morbidity and minimal 

mortality (2,3).
The rate of successful resection varied greatly from 

one trial to another. The studies differed in terms of level 
of expertise of the respective surgical teams as well as in 
patient selection with the rate of non-operated patients 
rarely stated.

The observed benefit in overall survival (OS) for patients 
who had undergone complete secondary resection raised 
the question about the role of surgery in the setting of 
platinum-sensitive recurrences. However, the strength of 
the available results was limited due to the retrospective 
design of the studies. The observed result could be either 
due to the performed intervention, the selected cohort of 
patients or the qualifications of the team.

The selection of patients therefore appears to be 
necessary. The ‘AGO score’ has been designed and 
validated in context of the DESKTOP studies. Factors 
evaluated were good general condition, complete initial 
surgery (or early stage) and absence of more than 500 mL 
ascites during recurrence (7,8). When all criteria are met, 
the probability of receiving a complete cytoreduction is 
higher than 75%. This score eliminates approximately 50% 
of patients with platinum-sensitive recurrence although it 
needs to be underlined, that a complete resection is feasible 
in about 43% of rejected patients.

The score designed by Tian focuses on other parameters, 
such as: FIGO stage, platinum-free interval and CA 125 
level. Rate of complete resection is 53.4% in the low-risk 
group, which accounts for up to 60% of patients (9).

However, it is unclear whether survival benefit is related 
to surgery or to the selection of a subpopulation, which 
is generally associated with a better prognosis. Further 
investigations in a phase III trial were warranted.

The results of three trials (GOG 213, DESKTOP 
III and SOC 1) are now available (Table 1), but only the 
GOG 213 trial has yet been published in a peer review 
journal (10-12). All of the above-mentioned studies have a 
comparable design. Patients with first platinum-sensitive 
recurrence were randomized to either surgery followed 
by platinum-based chemotherapy or chemotherapy alone. 
The aim of surgery was to achieve complete cytoreduction. 
Primary endpoint was defined as OS in the GOG 213 and 
DESKTOP III trials and a co-primary with OS as well as 
progression free survival (PFS) in the SOC 1 trial.

Patient populations were comparable in terms of age, 
histological types, PFI (median PFI was >20 months in 
two of the three studies, showing the selection of a highly 
platinum-sensitive population), previous treatments, etc. 
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Table 1 Comparison of the DESKTOP III 2020, GOG 2013 and SOC 1 trial

Trial DESKTOP III 2020 GOG 2013 SOC 1

Primary endpoint OS OS PFS + OS

Survival hypothesis – – PFS: 22% to 40% at 2 years 
(HR: 0.61); OS 60% to 70%  

at 3 years (HR: 0.68)

Number of patients 407 485 (107 surgery) 357

Selection criteria for centers Yes No Yes

Number of participating centers 80 No data 4

Number of participating countries 12 3 1

Selection criteria for patients Yes Not precise data Yes

Criteria 1 TFI ≥6 months TFI ≥6 months TFI ≥6 months

Criteria 2 AGO score NB: >50% pts with 1–2 lesions Imodel score <4.7

Criteria 3 – – Possible R0

Median time until recurrence 21.1 (vs. 18.7 without surgery, 
NS)

20 vs. 18.8 without surgery 16

Extension of recurrence – >50% 1 to 2 lesions 29.7% 1 to 3 lesions

Age 60.7 57 55 vs. 53

Percentage of initial CC0 100% – –

1st line platin 98.5 – –

1st line bevacizumab – – –

1st line PARP inhibitor – – –

Percentage of BRCA mutations – – germline 20% vs. 25%

Percentage of patients who had an operation 51% – –

Percentage of CC0 74.2% 63% 72.5%

Length of surgery 220 – –

Performed bowel resections 33% 28 –

Stoma creation 4% 2 –

Perioperative blood loss 250 200 –

Perioperative transfusions 20% 8 –

60-d mortality 0 vs. 0.5 0.4 0

Re-laparotomy 3.7 0 <5%

Recurrence after chemotherapy 88.8% and 90% 100% 96% and 97%

Recurrence after bevacizumab 23% 84% 7%

Recurrence after PARP inhibitor <5% NA 15%

OS 53.7 vs. 46.2 50.6 vs. 64.7 68% vs. 66% (3 years)

HR OS HR: 0.76 (0.58–0.96) HR: 1.29 (0.97–1.72) NS HR: 0.82 (0.57–1.19)

OS CC0/CC1/chemotherapy 61.9/28.8/46 – Not reached/34.8/53.9

PFS 18.4 vs. 14 18.9 vs. 16.2 17.4% vs. 11.9% (2 years)

HR PFS 0.66 (0.54–0.82) 0.82 (0.66–1.01) NS HR: 0.58 (0.45–0.74)

PFS CC0/CC1/chemotherapy 21.2/13.7/14 22.4/13.1/16.2 19.2/12.6/11.9

TFST 17.9 vs. 13.3 – 18.1 vs. 13.6 (HR: 0.59)

HR TFST 0.65 – –

PFS, progression free survival; OS, overall survival.
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Notable, the ratio of patients with BRCA mutation or a 
HRD profile was only stated in the SOC 1 trial with a range 
of 20–25%.

The type of surgery performed was also comparable 
among the three studies in relation to the rate of digestive 
resections, stoma creation, perioperative blood loss and 
post-operative morbidity and mortality. These operations 
lasted 4 hours in median and a bowel resection was 
necessary in roughly one third of patients. They were well 
tolerated with a low rate of postoperative complications, 
readmissions, re-laparotomy and death. In GOG 213, a 
significant decline in quality of life and patient-reported 
outcomes was reported immediately after the procedure. 
By 6 weeks they reached parity with patients who did not 
undergo surgery, and they maintained parity at subsequent 
assessments (10).

However, these trials were distinct in terms of patient 
cohort and center selection. In the DESKTOP III trial, 
patients who qualified as operable were selected according 
to the ‘AGO score’, whereas the Chinese study included 
them using the ‘imodel score’. It is known that by using 
the ‘AGO score’, approximately 50% of patients with 
a platinum-sensitive relapse do not qualify as operable, 
whereas the ‘imodel’ score seems to be less restrictive. In 
the GOG 213 trial, patients were included according to 
surgeon’s opinion on operability (complete resection seemed 
attainable) and the percentage of excluded patients was not 
reported. Keeping these distinct selection criteria in mind, 
it is likely that the severity of recurrence differs between 
these trials. The SOC 1 trial reported the most severe 
disease population followed by the GOG 213 trial and the 
DESKTOP III trial with the most favorable outcome.

Regarding center selection, the included centers were 
specified only for the DESKTOP III and the Chinese study 
(where they selected the centers according to their volume). 
Selection of centers was not detailed in the GOG 213 trial.

Except that, different systemic therapies were applied 
in the respective studies. While in the DESKTOP III and 
SOC 1 trial mainly platinum-based chemotherapy was 
administered, 80% of patients in the U.S. trial received 
chemotherapy in combination with bevacizumab as 
maintenance therapy, which can be seen as another objective 
of the GOG 213 trial.

In terms of surgical outcome, the rate of complete 
resections was higher in the German and Chinese (74% and 
72% respectively) than in the American trial (63%) (χ2 test, 
P<0.05).

Regarding PFS all trials reported a benefit for the surgery 

arm with remarkably similar medians of approximately 17 to 
18 months. When compared to the overall study population 
of DESKTOP III and SOC I, the difference was significant 
(12 to 14 months in the standard arms). The GOG 213 
trial reported a trend in favor of the surgical arm, however, 
without significance. This might be due to the very good 
results in the medical arm with a median PFS of 16 months. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the highest benefit in 
terms of PFS was observed in patients who underwent a 
complete cytoreduction, with a median of 21.2 months in 
DESKTOP III, 22.4 months in GOG 213 and 19.2 months 
in SOC 1. In the GOG 213 trial, a significant difference in 
PFS was seen when comparing the complete surgery group 
to the entire no-surgery arm (HR: 0.62, 0.48–0.80).

In terms of OS, the surgical arm showed comparable 
results of >50 months in all three trials. Compared to the 
standard chemotherapy arm, a significant difference was 
reported in the DESKTOP III (HR: 0.76) as well as in the 
Chinese trial, whereas GOG 213 showed better results in 
OS for the chemotherapy ± bevacizumab arm (64.7 months, 
HR: 1.29) without significant difference. However, results 
for the surgery arm were comparable and consistent with 
the other two trials but because of their exceptional OS 
rate with a median of 64.7 months for the chemotherapy + 
bevacizumab arm, no significant difference in OS between 
the two arms could be reported.

Just to provide an idea, other recently published trials 
like SOLO 2 (13), which included only BRCA mutated 
patients and in the ENGOT trial recently reported by 
Pfisterer et al. (4), in which both arms received platinum-
based chemotherapy and bevacizumab, reported a median 
OS of 51.7 months and 30 months, respectively. PFS in 
the ENGOT trial was 13 months. Although we cannot 
compare these studies directly, the deviation in OS for the 
medical arm in GOG 213 is remarkable. As well as for 
PFS, best results were reported in patients with complete 
resection. On the other hand, patients with residual tumor 
after surgery had comparable survival data to those who did 
not undergo surgery at all.

The subgroup analyses showed that only interventions 
leading to complete resection provided a benefit. Patients 
with residual disease had the same or even lower survival 
rates than the standard arm. This result was reported in 
all three trials. No other subgroup of patients has been 
identified that would have an advantage or disadvantage 
in performing an operation. However, the GOG 213 trial 
noted that patients suffering from serous cancer and those 
with a long PFI of >12 months had better survival rates in 
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the absence of surgery (10).
Several explanations may help to understand the 

divergent results of DESKTOP III, SOC 1 and GOG 213.
The rate of complete resection in the U.S. trial, which 

is a major prognostic factor, was lower than in the other 
studies probably due to the absence of predefined selection 
criteria. It is of note that trials where the inclusion criteria 
for patients and centers were defined showed a benefit in 
the surgery arm.

A greater number of patients in the GOG 213 trial (33%) 
than in the DESKTOP III (26%) or the SOC 1 trial (28%) 
had macroscopic disease after surgery in the surgery arm. 
The GOG 213 study is the only trial where a majority of 
patients received bevacizumab in addition to chemotherapy. 
It raises the question of how much bevacizumab could 
have impacted on survival in patients who did not achieve 
a complete surgical remission with as consequence a non-
visibility of secondary surgery benefit. Indeed, although 
median PFS for patients treated with surgery was in 
the same range in the three trials, those included in the 
chemotherapy arm in the GOG 213 have a superior median 
PFS compared to that of the two other trials, explaining 
the absence of difference between chemotherapy alone 
versus surgery + chemotherapy in the GOG 213 study. This 
superior outcome of patients treated by chemotherapy alone 
may be due to the specific addition of bevacizumab in the 
GOG 213 trial.

On a purely methodological level, the results of the GOG 
213 trial came from an intermediate analysis with 125 events 
vs. 250 which have been calculated initially as necessary for 
the hypothesis. The confidence interval was large and the 
differences between “surgery” and “chemotherapy” arms 
were not significant for both PFS and OS. There was also 
an inconsistency between PFS and OS in the American trial. 
While the reported PFS was similar to those in the other 
two trials, this did not reflect in a favorable OS. Cross over 
between the two arms is a credible explanation.

The diagnostic tool used for the diagnosis of the second 
recurrence in the DESKTOP III trial might have favored 
the surgical arm in terms of PFS calculation. As it is known, 
the CT scan, which has been used for diagnosis, detects a 
recurrence in the setting of residual disease more easily if 
the patient underwent chemotherapy rather than complete 
surgical resection.

All three trials included patients regardless of histological 
subtypes. High-grade serous cancers were the majority, but 
15% to 19% of the patients had low chemo sensitive types 
meaning low grade serous and clear cell cancers. What 

effect could these patients have had on the overall results? 
One could imagine that complete surgery is more effective 
than medical treatment in this subgroup.

Finally, the HRD and BRCA status of these patients 
should be known and the results interpreted according to 
the patient profile.

For PARPi naive patients, it would be interesting to 
compare the benefit of surgery to medical treatment with 
chemotherapy alone followed by maintenance therapy with 
PARPi ± bevacizumab. A retrospective study performed by 
Marchetti et al. (14) showed an improvement in survival 
in patients undergoing complete resection followed by 
chemotherapy and PARPi maintenance. Conversely, 
mutated patients who did not receive adjuvant PARPi 
(14,15) did not profit from surgery. Further questions arise 
like: What is the role of surgery in patients previously 
treated with PARPi? To answer this and the question of re-
challenge, further studies have to be conducted. For now, 
the basis of decisions is not given due to missing evidence.

Until today, information on possible cross-over during 
treatment of first recurrence is missing. How many 
patients of the chemotherapy arm have been operated 
during the treatment of the recurrence? We also have 
very little information on the treatments received during 
subsequent recurrences. The results of the GOG 213 trial 
showed the important effect of bevacizumab at first relapse. 
Nevertheless, the question remains in what proportion was 
this drug administered for subsequent relapses and was it 
balanced between the arms of the study?

The application of PARP inhibitors in highly platinum-
sensitive patients among the different trials should be 
considered as well. In SOC 1 20–25% of patients had a 
BRCA mutation and 10–15% of patients received a PARP 
inhibitor. It needs to be verified, that the use of maintenance 
therapies has been balanced across the different arms of 
these trials. The same applies for surgery which appeared to 
have been performed in about one-third of the patients in 
the SOC 1 trial for treatment of subsequent recurrences.

The selection of patients with limited lesions and 
carcinosis raises questions about modalities of follow-up 
after initial treatment. The tests and examination interval 
partly determined the time of diagnosis of recurrence 
and therefore the extent of the lesions. According to the 
publication of Rustin et al. (16), it is suggested to wait for 
clinical signs of recurrence before starting treatment. But 
today the situation has changed. If surgery is considered, 
it should be performed as early as possible to avoid wide 
spread lesions. Therefore, systematical clinical monitoring 
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in predefined intervals with the help of imaging and specific 
tumor markers needs to be done, in particular for patients 
who underwent a complete surgical resection at first line 
and could benefit of secondary cytoreduction.

Nevertheless, we have to keep in mind the non-negligible 
percentage of patients who have not been selected for 
surgery according to the AGO or imodel score, who might 
reach a complete resection. This rate was 63% for the AGO 
score, in the absence of associated carcinosis. Even though 
patients might not be suitable for cytoreduction according 
to the score, you should discuss on operability in a highly 
trained team, taking into account the extent of recurrence 
and the procedures that have been already carried out 
during the initial operation.

When summarizing all the data and the results of the 
German and Chinese trials, they both found an improved 
PFS and OS in selected patients according to a specific 
score who have received second cytoreductive surgery 
which was not observed in the American trial were the 
patient selection process was less strict. Notably, it was 
confirmed by all three trials that only those patients who 
had a complete resection did benefit from surgery.

The take-home message is:
 Only a complete resection is of benefit to the 

patient. It is therefore imperative to select the 
patients who will be offered surgery. Patient 
selection could be facilitated by the application 
of a score like the AGO score, but should not be 
made by using a score only. The topography of the 
recurrence (meaning has a resection taken place at 
the spot of recurrence in the first surgery or is it an 
“untouched” area) and the procedures performed 
during first surgery including digestive resections, 
stoma creation and other extensive surgical 
procedures must also be taken into account.

 Only patients suitable for a primary surgery at 
relapse are considered in these trials and these 
comments.

 T h e s e  p a t i e n t s  s h o u l d  b e  d i s c u s s e d  i n 
interdisciplinary tumor boards and surgery should 
be performed by teams of specialist in oncologic 
centers. As these operations often occur after 
a major primary cytoreduction and frequently 
during treatment, they tend to be complex and 
often involve poly-visceral surgery. The two 
optimistic trials were carried out in expert teams. 
The positive effect and need of collaborative and 
multidisciplinary management of these patients has 

been reported several times (17).
 Risk of postoperative complication is not an issue, 

in case of properly selected patients in trained 
teams.

 If there is an indication for anti-angiogenic 
treatment in the event of a relapse in a patient who 
did not receive it initially, surgery is debatable. On 
the other hand, complete surgery is important in 
patients who have already received anti-angiogenic 
treatment before.

 The role of maintenance therapy with targeted, 
anti-angiogenic therapy or PARP inhibitor alone 
or in combination should be discussed given the 
results of recently published trials. This leads to the 
question if surgery would be justified in a patient 
not eligible for therapy with these drugs?

 If a complete resection seems difficult to achieve 
in an expert center, chemotherapy followed by 
maintenance treatment should be preferred.

For the future, a meta-analysis of these three trials will 
be interesting. Furthermore, the results of an ongoing 
Japanese trial and the Dutch SOCceR trial are of special 
interest. It will be another challenge for the future to 
determine the role of surgery in selected cases of second or 
third recurrence.
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